Name _____________________________________________________________

Using a Moon Clock To Tell Time
Purpose: To predict the rising and setting of various phases of the moon.
Materials
o Moon Clock
o Scissors
o Brad fastener
Construction
1. Cut out both pieces of the Moon Clock.
2. Use the tip of the scissors to punch a small hole through the X in each piece.
Place the smaller portion on the top of the larger circle and push the brad through both
holes.
3. Spread the brad out so that the smaller portion rotates freely.
Learning to Use It
1. Hold your moon clock so that you can read the words Southern Horizon on the smaller
portion and they are right side up.
2. Turn the smaller portion so that the arrow above the S points to the Full Moon.
Read the time above the arrow. (Midnight) This is when the full moon will be the highest
in the sky.
3. Place the Full Moon so it is above the letter E. This represents the eastern horizon
where the moon rises.
4. Read the time above the S arrow. (6 PM) This is when the Full Moon will rise.
5. Place the Full Moon so it is above the letter W. This represents the western horizon
where the moon sets.

6. Read the time above the S arrow. (6 AM) This is when the Full Moon will set.
Practice Using It
Use your Moon Clock to answer the following questions.
1. At what time will the New Moon be highest in the sky? __________________
2. At what time will the First Quarter rise? _____________________
3. At what time will the Waning Crescent set? ________________________
4. When the Sun is setting in the west, what phase is rising in the East? ___________
5. The Sun is setting. At what time would you see a 1st Quarter Moon? ____________
6. What Moon phase is high overhead at Noon? _____________________________
7. What time would a 1st Quarter Moon set? ________________________________
8. What would a New Moon rise? ________________________________________
9. What time would a Waning Gibbous Moon be overhead? _____________________
10. What Moon phase would be visible overhead at midnight? ___________________
11. What Moon phase would be overhead at 6:00 a.m.? _________________________
12. What time would a Waning Gibbous Moon set? ___________________________

